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Meet an Amazing Actor with Down Syndrome

From co-starring with Shia LaBeouf & Dakota Johnson in “The Peanut Butter Falcon,” to accepting the Quincy Jones Award at Global’s 10th Anniversary Fashion Show, Zack Gottsagen is on fire.

Global Has A Brand New Logo

We’ve rebranded! Our beautiful new design helps us emphasize the global nature of our work and our focus on research and medical care.

Another Important Discovery!

Crnic Institute scientists reveal new findings about cells that affect heart & neurological development.

Down Syndrome Today – Challenging Stereotypes

Global spokesman Frank Stephens and Pres/CEO Michelle Sie Whitten speak out about common misconceptions.

First Self-Advocate Makes Variety List

An activist and inspiration, Global’s Community Leadership Award winner, Megan Bomgaars, makes history as the first professional with Down syndrome to make Variety’s Young Hollywood Impact list.

Support life-changing research and medical care for people with Down syndrome today.

OTHER EXCITING NEWS!

Dare to Play Tennis

Camp Recap

Photos Here

View Event Calendar

Become a Global Down Syndrome member!

Submit your photos to be featured in Down Syndrome World™!
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